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We all need histories that no history book can tell, but 

they are not in the classroom — not the history 

classrooms, anyway. They are in the lessons we learn at 

home, in poetry and childhood games, in what is left of 

history when we close the history books. 

 

Michael-Rolph Trouillot, Silencing the Past: 

Power and the Production of History (1995) 

 

 

When it comes to writing, to experiments in form, rhetoric, and perspective, historians can be a 

cautious lot, faithful to norms that call for distance from their selves and their objects of study. In 

1998, the U.S. historian Jacquelyn Dowd Hall regretted that “for all the innovations and advances 

[brought about by social and feminist histories], the conventions of historical writing have hardly 

changed at all.” Hall urged her colleagues to consider forms of writing “that emphasize not our 
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American History 85, no. 2 (1998): 462 and 465; Arlette Farge, The Allure of the Archive, trans. Thomas 
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Woe: Sense and Sensibility in Writing Nineteenth-Century History,” Reviews in American History 31, 3 

(2003): 340.  
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expertise but our common condition, writing that troubles the boundaries between poetics and 

politics, memory and history, witnessing and writing, acting and research.” Across the Atlantic, 

Arlette Farge likewise invited her fellow historians to invent a language that bends “words to the 

rhythm of the surprises experienced . . ., producing gaps where certainty once reigned.”1 

 Two decades later, have historians embraced this call for experimentation? Striking an 

optimistic tone, some contend that “once characterized by its authorial distance and dispassion, 

history is open to ever-greater experiment as a written form.”2 Others, in contrast, find that much 

historical writing still roots its legitimacy in rigid notions of objectivity, divorced from the 

authorial self and the contingencies of research. “We are deeply embedded in creating and 

redefining notions of nation, community, personal identity, and biography,” writes Kate Brown, 

“yet we lack the disciplinary rigor to reflect on that intimate and sensitive process.” Philippe 

Carrard likewise finds that, despite some notable exceptions, French historians still “resist mixing 

genres” or making self-reflexivity “a component part of their work.” Pierre Birnbaum speaks of a 

suspicion that long made it impossible, for him and others, to “express intimate matters in the 

public space without tainting the university professor’s function, role, and Durkheimian image: 

smooth, erudite if possible, and exceedingly neutral.”3 

 All the more reason to pay attention when something shifts within our field. Birnbaum 

made the remarks above in a book that opens with the “histoire personnelle” of his parents, 

German and Polish Jews who immigrated to France in 1933 and survived the war in hiding with 

their two children. A growing number of historians have likewise excavated the lives of their kin in 

recent years, especially in the past decade. They are fashioning a new genre, the personal family 

history, that is beginning to attract scholarly attention. In 2019, Kendra T. Field invited historians 

of the U.S. and the African diaspora to a pioneering conference at Tufts, Writing Family, 

Reconstructing Lives. A few months later, an NYU symposium, Scholars and Their Kin, brought 

together French, Belgian, and American scholars in history and the social sciences who were 
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American History 85, no. 2 (1998): 462 and 465; Arlette Farge, The Allure of the Archive, trans. Thomas 
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Essay,” The Journal of Modern History 78, no. 2 (2006): 434–456. 

3 Kate Brown, Dispatches from Dystopia: Histories of Places Not Yet Forgotten (Chicago and London, 

2015), 12; Pierre Birnbaum, La leçon de Vichy. Une histoire personnelle (Paris, 2019), 72. See also 

Françoise Waquet Une histoire émotionnelle du savoir, XVIIe-XXIe siècle (Paris, 2019), 206-7, 308-12. 
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likewise exploring the lives of relatives.4 While both conferences created generative spaces of 

discussion, they did not historicize, analyze, or take stock of this personal family history as a new 

form of scholarly writing.5 These are the aims of the present article, which investigates a corpus of 

French works whose methodological and rhetorical ambitions have, I believe, pertinence beyond 

France.  

Historians are not the only ones, of course, to delve into their familial past. Limiting 

ourselves to France and the Francophone world, we find novelists such as Titaua Peu, Zahia 

Rahmani, Alexandre Seurat and Maryse Condé, whose Victoire reconstitutes the life, in 

Guadeloupe, of a grandmother she never met.6 We find artists such as Philippe Apeloig, who 

integrates “the history bequeathed by my grandparents and parents” into his work, and graphic 

novelists such as Jacques Fernandez, who makes a “genealogical link” with the history of colonial 

Algeria.7 We also find investigations in other disciplines: ethnographer Nicole Lapierre’s “intimate 

narrative” about her kin, critic Hélène Cixous’s return to her mother’s birthplace, philosopher 

Vinciane Despret’s essay on grief and familial transmission, sociologist Christine Détrez’s search 

for her late mother; psychoanalyst Lydia Flem’s reckoning with familial inheritance; and political 

scientist Françoise Vergès’ study of colonization and métissage.8 All of these familial explorations 

take place, as we will see, against a shared backdrop: a genealogical fervor embedded in 

individualism, weakened affiliations, and declining trust in collective institutions; growing interest 

in subjective experiences rather than distant, all-encompassing frameworks; and transformations in 

social norms that authorize new familial arrangements while generating longings for 

intergenerational attachment. “We are no longer governed by tradition so we can’t simply rely on a 

                                                           
4 See the conference programs on https://politicsofkinship.tufts.edu/events and 

https://as.nyu.edu/content/nyu-as/as/departments/ifs/events/public/spring-2020/scholars-and-their-kin--a-

symposium.html. 

5 This article complements the short essay by Antoine Lilti, “Une subtile trahison: l’historien et les siens,” 

Critique 811 (2014): 1019-30.  

6 There are of course earlier occurrences, from Restif de la Bretonne to Paul Nizan to Marguerite Yourcenar 

and Annie Ernaux. See Titaua Peu, Pina (Tahiti, 2016); Zahia Rahmani, Moze (2003); Alexandre Seurat, 

L’administrateur provisoire (Paris, 2016); Victoire: My Mother’s Mother, trans Richard Philcox (New York, 

2006). 

7 Philippe Apeloig, Enfants de Paris, 1939-1945 (Paris, 2018), 41; Mark McKinney, Redrawing French 

Empire in Comics (Columbus, OH, 2013), 14. See also Jacques Fernandez’s Carnets d’Orient seriesNeedless 

to say, this list is not exhaustive, nor is this phenomenon limited to the Francophone world. 

8 Nicole Lapierre, Sauve qui peut la vie (Paris, 2015); Hélène Cixous, Osnabrück Station to Jerusalem, trans. 

Peggy Kamuf (New York, 2020 [2016]), Vinciane Despret, Au bonheur des morts. Récits de ceux qui restent 

(Paris, 2015); Christine Détrez and Karine Bastide, Nos mères (2020); Lydia Flem, The Final Reminder: 

How I Emptied My Parents' House, trans. Elfreda Powell (London, 2005 [2004]); Françoise Vergès, 

Monsters and Revolutionaries: Colonial Family Romance and Métissage (Durham, NC, 1999). A fuller list 

would also include works by Edgar Morin and Didier Eribon, among others. 
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collective past,” the historian and anthropologist Claudio Lomnitz wrote in his own personal family 

history in 2020. “For this reason, family history is again relevant. It is no longer an aristocratic 

incantation of the glories of a lineage, but very simply our precondition: a matrix of past decisions 

that made us possible. And we stretch back to those decisions in moments of danger.”9  

While historians do not explore their family histories in isolation, they do so from a 

different position than artists, writers, or scholars in fields that define themselves as empathetic, 

experiential quests, expect self-exploration, and encourage literary expression. After writing about 

her relatives, Jewish refugees seeking restitution after the Second World War, Atina Grossman 

found herself in “a hybrid space, so often viewed with suspicion by professional historians, 

between History with a capital H and memoir.” This suspicion encompasses, first, the notion “that 

our judgement is clouded if we get too close to our research” and, second, this focus on the family, 

commonly dismissed as “the province of the amateur, probably cranky, certainly lacking in 

objectivity.”10 Still, this hybrid space can prove generative for historians who, writing histories, not 

from below, but “from within” (Benjamin Stora, 21), approach the experiences of ordinary folk, the 

contradictions of their quotidian world, and what Ann Stoler calls the domains of the intimate 

without hope for full elucidation but without resignation either.11 Writing from specific, embodied 

locations, they enter into relationship with actors whose lives can be understood, touched, and 

imagined. They not only address analytical questions, but also bear witness, pay homage, grapple 

with unresolved legacies, and reflect on choices and decisions that often remain unsaid in historical 

works. To make these historical voices audible and convey their multiple relations to the past, the 

dead, and their own research process, personal family historians respond in earnest to Hall’s call 

for an inventive, conditional, playful, self-reflexive language that troubles boundaries and seeks 

readers both within and outside academia.  

I discuss these displacements at length in the middle sections of this article. Prior to doing 

so, I situate the genre in its institutional and editorial fields, provide a tentative sociology of its 

practitioners, and trace its evolution over the past three decades, from early emblematic or 

illustrative use of the familial past to a deeper embrace of its analytical and rhetorical possibilities 

and then, in recent years, more experimental investigations. For reasons that will become clear, the 

                                                           
9 Claudio Lomnitz, Nuestra América: My Family in the Vertigo of Translation (New York, 2020), 15. 

10 Atina Grossman, “Family Files: Emotions and Stories of (Non-)Restitution,” German Historical Institute 

London Bulletin 34, no. 1 (2012): 62; Jessica Hammett, Ellie Harrison, and Laura King, “Art, Collaboration 

and Multi-Sensory Approaches in Public Microhistory: Journey with Absent Friends,” History Workshop 

Journal 89 (2020): 264; Norma Clarke, “Family Matters,” History Workshop Journal 85 (2018): 318. 

11 Ann Laura Stoler, Haunted by Empire: Geographies of Intimacy in North American History (Durham, NC, 

2006). 
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dominant paradigm has changed as well, from an ego-histoire that recounts the author’s 

biographical and professional trajectory to a filiation narrative that restores severed lines of 

transmission to a généalogie sauvage that begins to reckon with “the multiplicity of familial forms 

and the difficulty of defining their boundaries” (Célestine, 71). Still, the genre has not fulfilled all 

of its possibilities. In order to do so, future personal family historians will need to consider a series 

of political questions, which I consider in the concluding sections. How do we write histories from 

within that traces the workings of power in our own familial relations, stories, myths, and archives? 

How do we grapple with the ethical implications of unveiling, at home, the private lives of others 

How do we transcend origins, biological filiation, and resemblance without necessarily abandoning 

them? How, in other words, do we rethink the personal, the family, and the contours of a history 

that is at once situated and critical? 

 

 

CONTOURS OF THE GENRE 

 

The title of Annette Wieviorka’s article, “A New Writing of History, ‘I’ in the Plural,” captures the 

key features of the personal family history. First: the commitment to History, with a capital H, and 

its methods. Unlike Georges Perec or Patrick Modiano, whose works, rooted in personal historical 

experiences, merge fiction, non-fiction, and autobiography within gestures that aspire to 

testimonial rather than purely representational value, these books shun fiction while embracing 

their discipline’s commitments to veracity and verifiability.12 While they open themselves to the 

self (“I”) as do personal memoirs or autobiographies, these histories direct their gaze outward, 

toward “plural” relatives, most of them biological, and deceased.13 Vertical ties (grandparents, 

parents, sometimes aunts and uncles) prevail over horizontal ones (siblings, cousins). Rarely do 

these authors turn their descendants into historical actors, even if children sometimes appear —in 

the dedications, for instance — within chains of transmission. These scholars thus look toward the 

future, anchor themselves in the present (the explicit vantage point from which they reconsider 

their familial history), and explore past experiences that they either witnessed first-hand or 

approach through material or memorial traces. They investigate expanses that are both near and 

distant, both theirs in a collective sense and populated by actors whom, whether they have met 

                                                           
12 Andrew Sobanet, “Elle s’appelait Sarah and the Limits of Postwar Witnessing and Memory,” Journal of 

War and Culture Studies 6, no. 2 (2013): 137. 

13 Memoirs such as Mona Ozouf’s Composition française: retour sur une enfance bretonne (Paris, 2009) 

hence fall outside this corpus. 
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them or not, they do not truly know. In a reversal of Freud’s uncanny, which discovers or 

recognizes the known in what seemed to be unfamiliar, personal family historians uncover 

strangeness within a realm that, in its familial connection alone, ought to be familiar. 

 Distance and proximity likewise color these historians’ relationship to the subfield of 

family history. None publish in its journals or address questions about demography or household 

economics, marriage patterns or fertility, family structures or social reproduction. They are, as it 

were, happenstance historians of the family, drawn by questions born of their own domains of 

expertise (the world wars, colonial Algeria, postcolonial migrations) and personal aspirations that 

were long unwelcome within a subfield that, by the late aughts, struck some of its own members as 

quietly “senescent.”14 Still, personal family historians are drawing from, and contributing to a new 

interpretative framework that, in this subfield and others, apprehends families as collective 

subjects, wellsprings of emotional resources and solidarities, and windows into everyday 

relationships, choices, and “the messy detail of familial love and hate, some of the meanings of 

duty, obligation, responsibility, happiness, and pleasure.”15 Without entering into explicit 

conversation with these historians of the family, they nonetheless grasp and observe the quotidian 

tremors of this history up close and from afar.  

 In so doing, these historians straddle the line between scholarly and public histories. 

Having written at least one previous monograph, they present their personal family histories as side 

projects, not unlike the literary “second books” that, as Vincent Debaene has shown, complement 

the scientific tomes of anthropologists. With the exception of Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau, all 

publish these histories in interdisciplinary, experimental collections or, in the case of Martine 

Sonnet’s Atelier 62, a small provincial press. They do so to broaden their work’s reception 

(Sonnet), “break open research” (Stora), “speak about history . . . to more people” (Audrey 

Célestine). Ivan Jablonka explains that, given the crises afflicting the social sciences and 

humanities, universities, and non-fiction publishing, historians are now obliged to “reinvent” 

themselves as public scholars.16 The same is true in other countries —Alison Light’s English 

                                                           
14 Tamara K. Hareven, “The History of the Family as an Interdisciplinary Field,” Journal of Interdisciplinary 

History 2, no. 2 (1971): 399-414; Daniel Blake Smith, “The Study of the Family in Early America: Trends, 

Problems, and Prospects,” The William and Mary Quarterly 39, no. 1 (1982): 3-28; and Nara Milanich, 

“Whither Family History? A Road Map From Latin America,” The American Historical Review 112, no. 2 

(2007): 439-59. 

15 Tanya Evans, “Secrets and Lies: The Radical Potential of Family History,” History Workshop Journal 71, 

no. 1 (2011): 67. On recent strands of family history, see Paul Ginsborg, Family Politics: Domestic Life, 

Devastation and Survival, 1900-1950 (New Haven and London, 2014). 

16 Stora, interview with Marie Poinsot, Hommes & Migrations 1307 (2014): 182; Martine Sonnet, “Atelier 

62: un récit littéraire du travail en friction avec les sciences sociales, ” Intercâmbio 2, 5 (2012): 206; 

Célestine, TV 5 Monde, 20vi2018, https://titrespresse.com/11011231805/video-audrey-Célestine-antilles-

https://titrespresse.com/11011231805/video-audrey-celestine-antilles-dunkerque-trajectoire-famille-francaise
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publishers have advertised her Common People as “a new kind of public history” — but the matter 

holds particular urgency in France, where, since the nineteenth century, historians have made their 

voices heard in books, periodicals, newspapers, and later on TV and radio.17 Michel Winock thus 

co-founded the popular historical magazine L’Histoire in 1979, while teaching at Science Po and 

directing the prestigious Univers historique imprint at Le Seuil. Starting in the 1990s, historians 

struggled to maintain this position. Sales of historical books have declined; the mass media have 

grown less welcoming; academics have grown more specialized and found themselves accused of 

publishing convoluted books. Filling this void, journalists, essayists, and even film actors have 

taken on the public curation of the roman national, a mournful historical narrative of national 

grandeur and decline. Eager to recover their erstwhile position and democratize historical 

knowledge, a number of historians have, in recent years, published graphic novels, consulted on 

online documentaries and museum exhibitions, staged theater festivals, and written historical 

threads on Twitter. They have also experimented with non-scholarly forms of writing — among 

them, personal family histories. These works explore, from a historian’s perspective, questions that 

also resonate in heritage travel, historical pageants, genealogical blogs, and the family histories of 

public figures. Playing with voices, making themselves present and vulnerable, jumping between 

past and present, they make the world intelligible while inviting emotional responses — or even 

identification with what Winock, choosing his pronoun with care, calls “our saga” (251).18  

 This vista is not open to all. It is always perilous to stray beyond one’s field of expertise, 

chart a new research agenda, and experiment with writing and method. It is riskier yet to do so 

while exploring one’s own lifeworld. Although these historians are not necessarily mandarins, all 

hold permanent positions in leading French research universities. This enables them to choose 

collections that, like Le temps qu’il fait, claim “independence from doctrines, fads, and trends.” 

Publishing in such collections, inventing new forms of literary expression, providing “a knowledge 

that is open to the world, a questioning of the self” (La Librairie du XXIe siècle): such options are 

available to scholars who, by virtue of their reputation or institutional position, may bypass 

disciplinary criteria of assessment and weather skeptical reviews. The “scholars with a taste for 

                                                           
dunkerque-trajectoire-famille-francaise; Jablonka, History Is a Contemporary Literature: Manifesto for the 

Social Sciences, trans. Nathan J. Bracher (Ithaca, NY, 2018 [2014]), 317. The following draws in part from 

my preface to France in the World: A New Global History, eds. Patrick Boucheron and Gerson, trans. Teresa 

Lavender Fagan et al. (New York, 2019 [2017]), xv-xxx. See also Vincent Debaene, Far Afield: French 

Anthropology between Science and Literature, trans. Justin Izzo (Chicago, 2014 [2010]). 

17 Sor for instance the Amazon page for Alison Light, Common People In Pursuit of My Ancestors (Chicago, 

2015): https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B014A8VDDU/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i1.  

18 Many readers wrote Sonnet that her family’s experiences of “uprooting” resembled their own: Sonnet, 

“Atelier 62: un récit littéraire,” 214. 

https://titrespresse.com/11011231805/video-audrey-celestine-antilles-dunkerque-trajectoire-famille-francaise
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B014A8VDDU/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i1
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writing” that Stock’s Un ordre d’idées seeks out make up a restrictive social category as much as 

an aesthetic one. The same is true, as Jablonka knows, of the “boldness” with which, he argues, 

historians ought to “renew the writing of history and the social sciences.” 19 

All of these scholars were either born in middle-class homes or else benefited from upward 

social mobility. Most are white; men outnumber women. We might hypothesize that men, who are 

over-represented in the upper ranks of French academia (as full professors, holders of chairs at the 

Collège de France, journal editors, contributors to the most prestigious collections), are given 

greater latitude to experiment with writing.20 Doing so is less fraught when one has, not only job 

security, but also the right to explore matters that, while personal, are more likely to be deemed 

universal. Tao Goffe, a non-tenured Assistant Professor of Literary Theory and Cultural History 

who includes her own relatives in her research on African and Asian genealogies in the Caribbean, 

experienced this first-hand in the U.S. “Women of color,” she writes, “are often dismissed as 

writing narrow, me-search, for embracing the autoethnographic as method.”21 In France, too, 

scholars of color have had to refute the notion that, as Célestine puts it, they are “too ‘close to their 

objects of study’” (138). In recent years, the personal family history has democratized somewhat: 

there are more women, (a bit) more diversity, a lower average age (63 years old between 1981 and 

2009, 54 between 2012 and 2019), and fewer mandarins. Still, institutional barriers of entry remain. 

This may explain why, as we shall see, homage has prevailed over critique in these works.  

 

 

CRACKING THE SILENCE  

 

Early, embryonic moves toward a personal family history took place in the dedications and 

acknowledgments that, in certain books, go beyond perfunctory gratitude to summon deceased 

ancestors as both relatives and historical actors. In the acknowledgments to his Août 1914. La 

France entre en guerre (2014), Bruno Cabanes evokes the memory of his great-uncle Athans 

known as “the immortal one,” a Great War veteran who later told his kin that, if he had to relive 

                                                           
19 Programmatic statements for the publishing houses Le Temps qu’il fait, La libraire du XXe siècle, and Un 

ordre d’idées: http://www.letempsquilfait.com/Pages/Pages%20principales/Page%20maison.html, 

https://www.seuil.com/collection/la-librairie-du-xxie-siecle-530, and 

https://www.iiac.cnrs.fr/article2600.html; Jablonka, History is a Contemporary Literature, 206. 

20 See for instance the collective op ed “L’appel des historiennes françaises: ‘Mettons fin à la domination 

masculine en histoire,’’ Le Monde, October 3, 2018; Etienne Anheim, “Genre, publication scientifique et 

travail éditorial. L’exemple de la revue Annales. Histoire, Sciences sociales,” Tracés 32 (2017): 193-212. 

21 Tao Goffe, “Albums of Exclusion: Family, Vernacular Photography, and Afro-Asian Intimacies” (paper 

presented at the symposium Scholars and Their Kin, NYU, March 6, 2020. 

http://www.letempsquilfait.com/Pages/Pages%20principales/Page%20maison.html
https://www.seuil.com/collection/la-librairie-du-xxie-siecle-530
https://www.iiac.cnrs.fr/article2600.html
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that horror, he would prefer never being born. Alain Dewerpe likewise includes a relative in 

Charonne 8 février 1962 (2006), his book about the Parisian police’s killing of nine demonstrators 

in the Charonne subway station. Among the victims, there was Dewerpe’s mother, Fanny. The 

book’s laconic dedication reads, “Fanny Dewerpe (29 mai 1931-8 février 1962) in memoriam.” A 

few pages later, Dewerpe presents the book as a “project of filial piety.” Brief as they are, these 

familial references broaden the scope of these two monographs. By allowing Nathans to speak, 

Cabanes offers a direct connection to the wartime experiences he seeks to retrieve. By choosing a 

relative, he reveals private pathways of transmission and the mediated nature of a connection that 

rests on memories and stories told within a family. By sharing his ancestor’s nickname, finally, he 

conveys and pays homage to the suffering of an ordinary soldier who is also his relative. 

Dewerpe’s dedication, likewise an homage, adds an emotional charge to a scholarly work that 

stands as a familial tomb, erected by a scholar who is also a beholden descendent. I could summon 

numerous other examples, including Michelle Zancarini-Fournel’s Les luttes et les rêves (2016), 

which devotes three pages of her introduction to the struggles and activism of her parents and 

grandparents.22 

This is as far as these historians go, however. Athans does not surface again in Cabanes’ 

book; like these other kin, he is confined to paratextual sections. There is likewise no I in 

Dewerpe’s Charonne, no portrayals of a child’s grief, no examination of the personal afterlives of 

police violence. The familial connection seems to hold no heuristic value. We learn about the 

circumstances of Fanny’s death, the flowers that mourners placed on the family’s doorstep, her 

transformation into a Communist Party martyr. Eager to maintain what he calls critical distance, 

Dewerpe assures his readers, with a nod to Marc Bloch, that “while being the son of a Charonne 

martyr does not guarantee lucidity, it does not prevent one from engaging in the historian’s 

craft.”23 Following his death in 2015, a friend described Charonne as “an intimate book on the 

familial secret he held within him.” Family secrets and adherence to historical norms kept intimacy 

at a remove and curtailed the personal family history.24 

  

                                                           
22 Cabanes, Août 1914. La France entre en guerre (Paris, 2014), 242; Alain Dewerpe, Charonne 8 février 

1962. Anthropologie historique d’un massacre d’état (Paris, 2006), 19; Michelle Zancarini-Fournel, Les 

luttes et les rêves: Une histoire populaire de la France de 1695 à nos jours (Paris, 2016), 9-11. 

23 Dewerpe, Ibid.. 

24 Jean-Pierre Salgas, quoted in Julie Clarini, “L’historien Alain Dewerpe est mort,” Le Monde, April 17, 

2015.  
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A. Ego-Histories, Micro-Histories, Genealogical Fervor 

 

The genre comes into view, faintly, in little-known articles by two senior scholars. Pierre Chaunu’s 

1985 “Son of the Deceased Woman” presents the “tragic, mysterious, existential” loss of his 

mother, whose specifics were hidden from him during his childhood, as the rosebud that explains 

his lifelong need to grapple with time and death (120). This budding turn to the self —formatted, 

biographical, career-focused — is part of a broader autobiographical interest among some French 

historians. Following Michel de Certeau’s call for attention to the multiple forces determining 

historical writing, a number of them retraced their own personal — and hence familial — and 

intellectual trajectories in the 1980s. What Pierre Nora famously called l’ego-histoire, this turn 

inward toward “the close, intimate, and personal connection [historians] have with their research,” 

gave the personal family history an initial impetus as well as legitimation — albeit for eminent 

scholars alone.25  

Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie’s 2002 essay, “L'affaire Le Roy Ladurie, 1902,” captures a 

second early rationale for the study of one’s family. This essay considers the trial of his paternal 

grand-father, who was expelled from the army in 1902 after refusing to follow orders to send 

troops to expel congregations. Rather than tracing a biographical trajectory, Le Roy Ladurie draws 

from rich empirical evidence — direct observation, the testimonies of relatives, and family papers 

– to apprehend an ancestor that, while more determined and vocal than other officers, was one “of 

his kind” (21). Without being representative in a statistical sense, this family biography constitutes 

an exemplary case-study, pointing beyond itself. We encounter the same posture in the essay that 

Annette Wieviorka, a scholar of Holocaust history and memory, recently devoted to her relatives in 

occupied France. This harrowing family history “is not representative of the fate of French Jews as 

a whole,” Wieviorka writes, “but it is certainly emblematic.” In their resourcefulness and 

relationships with gentiles, her relatives acted “like so many Jews” (229, 227).  

In all three cases, the author’s relatives are thus present and yet, like Fanny Dewerpe, oddly 

absent in their complexity and their relationships to other relatives. Though he provides fleeting 

references to his grandfather’s faith and the stories that his descendants told about him, Le Roy 

Ladurie does not explore religiosity, emotions, or remembrance within “my familial collective” (7). 

In fact, he refers to Barthélémy-Emmanuel, not as his grandfather, but instead as “our young man,” 

“commander Le Roy Ladurie,” or “the accused,” as if to distance himself from a man who had to 

                                                           
25 Pierre Nora, introduction to Essais d’égohistoire, ed. Nora (Paris, 1987) See also Michel de Certeau, The 

Writing of History, trans. Tom Conley (New York, 1992 [1975]); Jeremy D. Popkin, History, Historians, and 

Autobiography (Chicago and London, 2005). 
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remain an abstract historical figure (10, 14, 20). Wieviorka likewise tells her readers that her 

grandmother Chawa drowned in the Saône River in 1942, while attempting to cross the line of 

demarcation, but without considering how her relatives and their descendants grieved or recalled 

this tragic episode. There is no room for such questions in these publications. This is true also of 

two book-length personal family histories that, in the mid-2000s, modestly expanded the genre’s 

scope. Benjamin Stora and Michel Winock both pay homage to their kin and sketch ego-histories 

while writing multi-generational histories. Blending “memory and history, personal quest and 

historical investigation,” Stora’s Les trois exils: Juifs d’Algérie (2006) provides tactile depictions 

of religious and linguistic practices, complicated relationships to assimilation, experiences of exile, 

and other aspects of daily life among Algerian Jews (back cover). Michel Winock’s Jeanne et les 

siens (2003), an economic, sociopolitical, and cultural history of his nuclear family between the 

1920s and 1945, details the social descent of a Parisian couple that could count on neither Catholic 

nor working-class solidarities. These years corresponded to Winock’s childhood, which means that, 

like Stora, he melds the child’s and the historian’s voices to explain how his parents responded to 

this downturn.  

These two books display the growing influence upon the genre of two approaches. As a 

history from below, the personal family history seeks to recover lives and save from oblivion social 

or ethnic groups that have been elided from history (workers, proletarians, women, as well as Jews, 

whose “effacement” from Algerian history Stora seeks to avert [17]). As a microhistory, a case-

study of the “exceptionally normal,” the personal family history aims its gaze, not at the state or 

totalizing mechanisms, but instead at the language and everyday practices through which ordinary 

men and women endow their world with meaning while carving spaces of relative freedom within 

the normative systems they encounter in their daily lives.26 This historical genre hence participates 

in a broader intellectual shift, from modernist frameworks and all-encompassing ideologies toward 

a heterogenous civil society, populated by resourceful individual or familial subjects. 

Winock speaks of another influence on his work: the “genealogical fever” (50) that broke 

out in Western Europe and the U.S. in the 1980s and shows no signs of cooling down. Beginning 

with older, middle-class genealogists and family history societies, this “family history boom” 

spread in the aughts to other generations and social groups via genealogical databases, DNA 

testing, TV shows such as “Finding Your Roots,” and museums that, on Ellis Island and elsewhere, 

celebrate “family heritage’ as well as individual migrants. By 2019, 70% of the French had delved 

                                                           
26 Giovanni Levi, “On Microhistory,” in New Perspectives on Historical Writing, ed. Peter Burke 

(Cambridge, 1991), 94 and 97 
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into their family histories, making genealogy the third most popular hobby after handywork and 

gardening.27 Without minimizing the differences between genealogy and personal family history, 

we may note that both turned to the local and the familial as loci of meaning and self-identification 

in response to long-lasting economic crises, the demise of longstanding ideologies, and the 

weakening of national, religious, professional, and union- or political-party based collective 

frameworks. Stora has advanced that these evolutions “have drawn individuals toward the refuge of 

private life, toward direct experience, and thus toward memory.” Through direct connections, both 

sought tactile traces of a grounded, authentic past that resists the ravages of time. Like genealogy, 

personal family histories have also privatized memory during a “narcissistic moment” in which 

growing numbers of people staged “the individual as the bearer of feelings that constitute her 

authentic self.” Past and present came together since, as Deborah Cohen points out, “if you are 

willing to talk about your own shame, why not also reveal your ancestor’s?” Gender historian 

Christine Bard thus credits psychoanalysis for stimulating her interest in her familial history and 

giving her permission to write about her relatives in the northern region of France.28  

 Winock reveals that for a long time, he was too fulfilled “without roots and ballast, without 

ancestry and heritage” to inquire about his family history. Only later did he succumb to this 

“genealogical obsession” (47). He remains silent, however, about the circumstances of this change, 

or the contribution of such perspectives to historical knowledge. His internal life remains elusive 

and so do, once again, the lives of his relatives, caught between their specific family existence and 

the abstract heights of “the France of 1920” [71]. The connections between one and the other —

contextualization, illustration, comparison — are never spelled out. Instead. Winock peppers his 

narrative with exclamation marks — Senlis is under threat! (97) — that attempt to capture history 

in situ, from a child’s perspective, but at a decibel level that drowns out new modes of historical 

cognition. Stora likewise remains on the edge of interior lives in a book written “from the vantage 

point of [à partir de] my own family’s history” (18). With its intimations of departure, à partir de 

                                                           
27 On this “family history boom,” see Deborah Cohen, Family Secrets: Shame and Privacy in Modern Britain 

(New York, 2013), 257-64, quotation on 260; Catherine Rollot, “Généalogie: grâce au numerique et à 

l’ADN, les Français se prennent de passion pour leurs origines,” Le Monde, March 15, 2019; Nancy Green, 

“A French Ellis Island? Museums, Memory and History in France and the United States,” History Workshop 

Journal 63 (2007): 243. 

28 “Narcissistic moment”: Ute Frevert, comment on Piroska Nagy, “History of Emotions,” in Debating New 

Approaches to History, eds. Marek Tamm and Peter Burke (New York, 2019), 203. See also Stora, La guerre 

des mémoires : la France face à son passé colonial (entretiens avec Thierry Leclere) (La Tour d’Aigues, 

2007), 40; Cohen, ibid., 261. This discussion also draws on Daniel Fabre, “L’Histoire a changé de lieux,” in 

Une histo expire à soi: Figurations du passé et localité, eds. Fabre and Alban Bensa (Paris, 2001), 13-41; 

Avner Ben-Amos, Israël. La fabrique de l'identité nationale, trans. Fabienne Bergmann (Paris, 2010), 15; 

David Brooks,“The Nuclear Family Was a Mistake,” The Atlantic, May 2020; Christine Bard, “Du côté de 

Fernande,” unpublished manuscript. 
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captures his unease with a history that might come across as too narrow and personal. On page 

after page, Les Stora thus blend into les Juifs d’Algérie. His family photographs only warrant 

attention because they are “in no way different from other photographs taken at that time by 

Français de France or Algerian colonizers” (73). In 2014, eight years after the book’s publication, 

Stora felt compelled to justify an approach he never fully embraced. “Only after undertaking 

historical research,” he told an interviewer, “did I reappropriate my familial trajectory.”29  

 

B. Filiation Narratives and Beyond 

 

There is a significant leap from these early steps to the more ambitious personal family histories 

that, in the past dozen years, have found a place alongside other works that blur boundaries 

between genres, such as the essay-poems of Claudia Rankine, the oral histories of Svetlana 

Alexievitch, the biographical explorations of Michèle Audin, the novels of Jonathan Littell. Most 

of them in their thirties and forties, these historians thus enter into conversation with novelists, but 

also literary critics and anthropologists who, in order to render their objects intelligible without 

effacing their complexity, experiment with modes of writing.30 While disciplinary taboos persist, 

while interpenetrations between history and literature continues to generate debates, the profession 

is making room for new kinds of writing. Since 1988, promotion to full professor has entailed a 

mémoire de synthèse des activités scientifiques, an overview of one’s intellectual trajectory that 

allows for freer forms of writing, including —in Ivan Jablonka’s case —explorations of one’s 

familial past. Writing such histories has gained greater institutional acceptance.31  

 Though it has percolated into the mémoire de synthèse, ego-history has faded from view in 

recent personal family histories. Their authors distance themselves from a genre that, even if it no 

longer restricts itself to the careers of renowned scholars, is wedded to a rigid autobiographical 

framework, says little about the historian’s emotions, and rarely attains self-reflexivity about its 

own process. Ego-history “asks that one applies one’s historical method to oneself without writing 

                                                           
29 Interview of Benjamin Stora by Marie Poinsot, Hommes & Migrations 1307 (2014): 180-82. 

30 Presentation of the journal Sensibilités. Histoire, critique & sciences sociales 2 (2017): 178. See also 

Farge, Allure of the Archive, 93-95; Judith Lyon-Caen and Dinah Ribard, L’historien et la littérature (Paris, 

2010).   

31 On the blurrying of literary and historical genres, see Nora, “Histoire et roman : où passent les frontières?,” 

Le débat 165, no. 3 (2011):  6-9. The Institut d’histoire du temps présent (Paris) has launched a research 

project on the writing that mémoires de synthèse make possible: 

https://crheh.hypotheses.org/category/histineraires.  

https://crheh.hypotheses.org/category/histineraires
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literature,” explains Martine Sonnet. “I sought to do precisely the opposite.”32 The focus has shifted 

from professional selves toward the “familial piety” that Dewerpe confined to the margins of his 

Charonne. The paradigm that came to prevail by 2000, the filiation narrative, stages the author’s 

quest, across the unbearable silence of parents and other relatives, for “a buried ancestral parcel of 

her singular truth.” 33 In these works as elsewhere, fears of accelerating, irreversible change have 

made filiation a personal refuge and a collective imperative, as if restored genealogical lines could 

avert historical effacement. Transformations of the family have also given filiation an urgency that 

marital bonds —strikingly absent from the personal family history— have lost. As the expansion of 

the welfare state and higher education opened new professional pathways in France, especially for 

women, the number of marriages has declined markedly and new domestic arrangements —single-

parent, blended, and homoparental families — have grown increasingly prevalent. A “new family 

spirit” has emerged, argue Claudine Attias-Donfut, Nicole Lapierre, and Martine Segalen. Growing 

numbers of men and women are now fashioning their individual subjectivities across time, either 

reappropriating familial memories or creating new memories, new genealogical lines.34  

Martine Sonnet’ Atelier 62 (2009) is thus all about her relationship with her father, a 

blacksmith who left his native Normandy for the Renault ironworks of Billancourt, on Paris’ 

Western edge, where he raised his family. Armand Sonnet spoke little at home, rarely discussed 

work life, and changed clothes upon returning from the factory — “a way of protecting us from 

Billancourt, of keeping us at a distance” (30). Sonnet writes that he did not really know her, and 

wonders whether she did enough to know him. If she did not know him, no one will; if no one 

knows him, he will vanish; if he vanishes, so will his daughter, his family, and his entire world, 

along with the Renault factories on the Ile Seguin, dismantled as she wrote this book. Atelier 62 is 

haunted by the prospect of disappearance, which Sonnet seeks to avert or at least document by 

writing the internal life, at work and at home, of an uprooted ironworker who endured deadening 

regimes of productivity. By focusing on one man and one family, Sonnet joins sociologists and 

                                                           
32 Sonnet, “Atelier 62: un récit littéraire du travail,” op. cit., 216. Audoin-Rouzeau break from ego-histoire 

explicitly as well (14).  

33 Laurent Demanze, “Récits de filiation,” prologue to Encres orphelines (Paris, 2008) 

http://www.fabula.org/atelier.php?R%26eacute%3Bcits_de_filiation. See also Dominique Viart’s excellent 

“Le silence des pères au principe du ‘récit de filiation,’” Études françaises 45, no. 3 (2009): 95-112; David 

Berliner, Losing Culture: Nostalgia, Heritage, and Our Accelerated Times, trans. Dominic Horsfall (New 

Brunswick, NY, 2020 [2018]), 13 and 16. 

34 Claudine Attias-Donfut, Nicole Lapierre, and Martine Segalen, Le nouvel esprit de famille (Paris, 2002), 8, 

18, and 276. See also Irène Thery, Le démariage. Justice et vie privée (Paris, 2001) ; Elizabeth Roudinesco, 

La famille en désordre (Paris, 2002), 12; Cohen, Family Secrets, 262-64; Sébastien Dupont, “Portrait de 

familles,” Sciences humaines 316 (2019): 36. 

http://www.fabula.org/atelier.php?R%26eacute%3Bcits_de_filiation
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ethnographers from the working class who, in response to deindustrialization, search for something 

they might recognize in “the vanishing world of our parents and grandparents.”35 

 Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau likewise places filiation at the center of his aptly-subtitled 

Quelle histoire. Un récit de filiation (2013), a book that begins with three veterans in his family 

(his two grandfathers and one of his wife’s), moves on to his father, and ends with his own self. 

While the book reformulates arguments Audoin-Rouzeau made elsewhere about the French 

population’s patriotic hatred of the enemy and acceptance of war, he abandons “the all too 

conventional posture of exteriority” (14) to apprehend and perhaps feel “the culture of violence 

irradiate the world.”36 Violence traverses the lives of these stunted veterans, all of them unable to 

share their suffering with their descendants — who are rarely willing or capable of listening 

anyway. Familial silence has marred all relationships between fathers and sons. Audoin-Rouzeau, 

“the son of Philippe, the grandson of Robert,” thus resists the Great War by writing what his 

ancestors could not say or hear about a conflict that, decades after the armistice, killed two of them 

(137). “Unbeknownst to me,” he writes, “I reestablished an interrupted filiation” with ancestors and 

a conflict that continues to mold the present (61). 

The silence that confronts Ivan Jablonka limns the contours of genocide, death, and 

absence. His paternal grandparents Matès and Idesa, Polish immigrants to France, were 

assassinated in Auschwitz. Having grown up with their spectral presence, Jablonka seeks to fill this 

intergenerational void through a dual form of connaisssance. He seeks to acquire knowledge (de la 

connaissance) through a microhistory of the “trajectories” (155) and decisions this ordinary couple 

made in Poland and France; he also wants to faire connaissance, to become intimately acquainted 

with his relatives and enable his readers to do the same. Born in 1968, Jablonka came of age as the 

collective memory of Vichy France moved from resistance to collaboration and especially the 

Holocaust. As Jewish social memory grew increasingly vocal and the duty to remember the Shoah 

(le devoir de mémoire) became a collective obligation, this post memorial generation was drawn to 

ancestors of whom “they had no memory and who left few traces” (Wieviorka, 214).37 With the last 

                                                           
35 Jean-Charles Leyris and Yann Maury, “En passant. Par l'île Seguin,” Ethnologie française 35, no. 4 

(2005): 715-22. See also Jean Ferrette, “Des ouvriers sans heritage,” Interrogations 3 (2006), 

http://www.revue-interrogations.org/Des-ouvriers-sans-heritage; Corinne Grenouillet, “Le monde du travail 

dans les recits de filiation ouvriere,” Intercâmbio, 2e ser, 5 (2012): 94-113. 

36 Audoin-Rouzeau and Annete Becker, 14-18. Understanding the Great War, trans. Catherine Temerson  

(New York , 2002 [2000]). 

37 Wievorka cites foundational works by Perec, Gérard Grumberg, and Art Spiegelman, to which I would add 

Daniel Mendelsohn, whose work has had a deep influence in France. See Mendelsohn, The Lost: A Searfh for 

Six of Six Million (New York, 2006); Jablonka, introduction to Nouvelles Perspectives sur la Shoah, eds. 

Jablonka and Wieviorka (Paris, 2013), 12.  
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witnesses approaching the end of their lives, it fell upon them to bear witness and fill this void 

through reenactments, stories, artworks, and personal family histories.38 This has been a moral 

duty. Of Matès and Idesa, Jablonka thus writes: “These anonymous people are not mine alone; they 

belong to all of us” (10). 

 The meaning of “mine” and “all of us” are of course unstable. In recent years, some 

personal family historians have defined the terms in ways that belie earlier understandings of 

filiation and community. Célestine’s Une famille française (2016) follows the multi-generational 

journeys of her relatives across metropolitan France, its Caribbean holdings, North Africa, and the 

Mediterranean region. In a familiar move, this journey is meant to capture “how colonization, 

empire, decolonization and efforts to uphold domination shaped the lives, the friendships, the love 

stories and the trajectories of a French family.”39 Philippe Artières Vie et mort de Paul Gény (2013) 

investigates the assassination of his great uncle, a theologian named Paul Gény, in Rome in 1925. 

Artières knew little about him until he came upon a file of documents in the family library. Much is 

familiar here as well: the ground-level approach below the “grande histoire,” the response to an 

“original void in familial memory,” the personal family history as a “tomb” for a forgotten ancestor 

(214-15).40 Still, these historians do not merely seek to reconnect with lost relatives or breach a 

traumatic silence within their family. Writing in the midst of political debates on French national 

identity, with competing visions of France rooted in immemorial origins or on the contrary 

exchanges with the world, Célestine shows the longstanding presence within French history of 

ordinary men and women of different races, classes, and ethnic origins. By mapping their journeys 

and recovering their relationships, she provides a full portrait of a national community “that is not 

merely emotional, but also deploys itself across space” (18).41 Artières’ departure from the filiation 

narrative is of a different order. The central, forgotten relative in his book is a brother who died at 

                                                           
38 Marianne Hirsch, The Generation of Postmemory: Writing and Visual Culture After the Holocaust (New 

York, 2012), 247. See also Froma Zeitlin, “The Vicarious Witness: Belated Memory and Authorial Presence 

in Recent Holocaust Literature,” History and Memory 10, no. 2 (1998): 6.  
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40 Artières, “Vie et mort de Paul Gény est une réflexion sur l’erreur,” chat on Libération, January 22, 2013, 
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the age of three, an “impossible brother” (215) whom no one mentioned at home but now summons 

other ghosts of history, other minuscule lives that, in the writings of Pierre Michon, compensate for 

genealogical absence.42 As much as his kin, these folks, too, must be rescued from oblivion through 

an “untamed genealogy [généalogie sauvage]” that, as we will see, subverts the filiation narrative 

without fully abandoning it.43  

 

 

DISPLACEMENTS  

 

There is a modesty to these idiosyncratic works, which neither speak in programmatic terms nor 

claim to launch a new school. even as they insist that their family histories deserve a place within 

“History, with its pompous capital H” (Jablonka, 163). When they conceptualize their ventures, 

these scholars do so in prospective rather than prescriptive ways.44 And yet, writing a history of 

one’s relatives, seeking out men and women with whom one is acquainted or related forges a 

distinctive relationship, at once hermeneutical and embodied, with the past and the dead. It calls for 

an exploratory, inventive relationship to style, structure, and rhetoric. And it opens up new 

historical perspectives—what novelist Barry Hannah called an underview (rather than an 

overview), scouting “under the bleachers, for what life has dropped.”45  

 

Écrire avec 

 

Over the past decades, the historical discipline has cautiously opened itself to forms of authorial 

subjectivity. As historians have grown increasingly interested in the experiences and emotions of 

historical actors, they have also reflected on the multiple internal and external factors that shape the 

knowledge they produce. The next task, writes Philip Deloria, is to attend “not simply to the 

subjective realities of knowledge production but to the kinds and classes of subjectivity brought to 

bear.” In most cases, this subjectivity has been limited to the historian’s self, bearing the same 

individual imprint that Laura Lee Downs finds in “the keywords that structure much present-day 

                                                           
42 Michel Foucault, “The Lives of Infamous Men,” in Essential Works of Foucault, ed. James D. Faubion 

(London, 2000), vol. 3, 157-75; Pierre Michon, Small Lives, trans. Elizabeth Deshays (New York, 2008 
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44 Jablonka, History is a Contemporary Literature, 276. 
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scholarship — intersectionality, subjectivity, agency.”46 The personal family history no doubt 

opens itself to personal investments. And yet, the genre provides a different path forward by 

apprehending the historian’s subjectivity as an interpersonal relationship with the dead, shaped by 

intimacy and distance. As sociologist Christine J. Walley writes in her book about her working-

class family in Chicago, “telling personal stories means not only looking inward but also turning 

the self outward and tracing the links and relationships that shape and define … the broader social 

worlds of which we are a part.”47 This turn outward plays out in distinctive ways — embodied, 

uncertain, self-reflexive — in several of the books under review. 

Consider Vie et mort de Paul Gény, a book that, among other things, seeks to accompany, 

to spend some time alongside the dead. Artières attends mass in the same Roman Church his great-

uncle had attended, walks through Rome wearing the vestments he would have worn, and travels to 

the site of his assassination, where he read his wordsout loud: “I am very moved. This resonates” 

(92).48 Throughout, Artières taps his own senses (sight, hearing, touch) and emotions to “make an 

acquaintance beyond death” (78). This “reconstitution,” as Artières calls it, is unusual among 

personal family historians, for whom the more common posture is that of participant-observer. 

Still, it captures the genre’s move toward experiential perspectives that recognize that what speaks 

to us may also be what moves us, that what we think and what we feel can enrich one another. 

Feminist scholars have long emphasized the “embodied nature of all vision” (Donna Haraway); 

more recently, Sara Ahmed insisted that the historian’s own pain can make her a witness to specific 

histories. Historians have been more reluctant to write about what they feel in archives.49 Whether 

impersonating his great-uncle or reenacting his assassination, Artières remains attentive to the ways 

his emotions create new forms of availability and orient his historical gaze, either toward or away 

from his great-uncle and his world. Jablonka likewise taps the emotions he felt in the course of this 
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investigation: sadness and mourning, longing and regret, confusion and disappointment, personal 

obsession, and also love, gratitude, and pleasure. All become vectors of a tactile, sensorial, 

experiential knowledge of what critic Laurent Demanze calls “sensitive texture of the past,” and 

also a hermeneutical relationship that includes mourning, love, and empathy for men and women 

whose lives one can approach, touch, and try to understand.50  

Still, this history is bound to remain partial. Abandoning the illusion of complete 

knowledge, personal family historians join other scholars who accept that something will always 

remain incomplete, uncertain, out of reach in their investigations, especially when exploring 

intimate relationships that, even though they occurred within familial homes, are shaped by gaps, 

reserve, absence. As they approach the lives of their kin, personal family historians are forced to 

confront these voids. Their histories from within are thus filled with attempts, stabs, dead ends, tiny 

defeats, and enigmas that escape resolution. Sometimes, these historians remain on the edge, 

choosing to “approach what irreparable means” (Audoin-Rouzeau, 140). Sometimes, they follow in 

the footsteps of Alain Corbin, whose path-breaking Life of an Unknown rests on a language of the 

conditional, “the possible and the probable” to outline the life of an obscure nineteenth-century 

French cobbler.51 And sometimes, they allow themselves to imagine what cannot be known for 

certain. Sonnet thus pictures her father struggling to persuade his clients to pay him: “He does not 

like this, to beg, so he talks about other things, he circles around the word” (16). The dead escape 

the historian, but without vanishing completely.  

At yet other times, these historians reflect on their tentative research process, not unlike 

novelists who, like Javier Cercas and Eric Vuillard, retrace their investigative process. The author’s 

decision to investigate so close to home makes it impossible to hide behind impersonal subjects or 

sidestep the other choices made in the course of this research process. Personal family historians 

thus depict themselves as uncertain heirs, grappling with sundered transmission, and scholars at 

work, open to the contingencies of research and an uncertainty that is “essential to a complete 

narrative” (Jablonka, 265).52 Sonnet invites us to watch over her shoulder in the archives as she 

misreads documents (“I had not really understood”), makes surprise discoveries (“I did not expect 
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France, trans. Arthur Goldhammer (New York, 2001 [1998]), 9.  

52 Javier Cercas, Lord of All the Dead, trans. Anne McLean (New York, 2017); Transcription of round table 

with Eric Vuillard, Université Paris-Diderot, June 9, 2017, https://litrev.hypotheses.org/795#more-795. On 

this mode of writing, see Stéphane Michonneau, Un récit mémorable: essai d’ego-exorcisme historique 

(Paris, 2017), 168-69; Demanze, “Récits de filiation” 
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to find [these documents]”), reframes her research questions, and butts against the limitations of 

her own vocabulary (“it is difficult to write about the noise of the iron works. Words are 

powerless”) [71, 149, 131]. Her transparency involves regret, too. In the last chapter, she wishes 

she had visited the Renault iron works earlier. “It is there that I should have begun,” she writes 

(183).  

 The tone of Sonnet’s confession, her direct address to the reader captures the genre’s 

second displacement, toward new forms of writing. Across the humanities and social sciences, 

scholars have lately taken their colleagues to task for failing to “take the aesthetics of scholarly 

writing seriously” and hence squandering “a vital source of the power of language.” The jurors of 

the Gregory Bateson Book Prize in cultural anthropology regretted in 2017 that few entries sought 

to surprise, provoke, or trouble rather than simply elucidate or systematize. “The reach of 

anthropology into new theoretical and topical terrain has yet to yield a commensurate stretching of 

ethnographic form.”53 Experiments in tone and form can of course be found, for instance in the 

“poetic explorations” (anthropoesia) through which the anthropologist Renato Rosaldo seeks to 

make his subjects “palpable” and capture a process of discovery rather than confirmation, or in 

France in the World, a recent French collection of essays whose multiple forms — narrative 

descriptions, direct addresses to the reader, slightly ironic glosses, political asides — respond to 

editor Patrick Boucheron’s call for creative audacity and confidence in the powers of language.54 I 

could provide other examples, but not enough to minimize what personal family historians, 

especially among the younger generation, achieve through their commitment to history as what 

Jablonka calls a form of literary writing.  

“Écrire avec [to write alongside]” (Sonnet, 186). The concluding sentence of Atelier 62 

captures the conviction that the personal family historian’s uncertain, embodied journey, her 

encounters with the dead, and her play between distance and proximity require a corresponding 

play with form and voice. The historian who écrit avec does not écrit sur; she does not only write 

about and she does not write from above, in the neutral, explicatory, abstract, authoritative, 

irrefutable, remote voice through which historians have long established their professional 

legitimacy. This play with language begins with the use of the first person, which has become 
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increasingly accepted among historians, though rarely with the creativity we find in recent 

protocols of non-fiction writing.55 As a historian, Sonnet tells the reader that she must recover an 

antiquated technical language to speak as precisely as she can about places, tools, and trades that 

are no longer part of our world; compensating as best she can for what her father never imparted, 

she needs “words that vanished with him” (31). As a writer, she limns “what I now know of the 

iron works” (13), riffing poetically about the sawdust, the shavings, and the disjointed planks of the 

workshops, before switching to a staccato rhythm that captures the tempo of the pestles. As a 

daughter, she “strolls” alongside her father, in their apartment building and the countryside, 

traveling back in time while bringing him into the present (191).  

 Écrire avec also entails making full use of the creative possibilities of form. Atelier 62 

contains twenty-four pairs of chapters, each one devoted to a specific space: first, a memory-based, 

personal chapter on their home life (numbered I, II, III…), second, an archives-based one on 

factory life and working-class activism (1, 2, 3…). Each chapter stands alone and also overlaps, 

intersects in creative tension with the one with which it is paired. Father and daughter coexist, not 

in full equality (the historian-author has final say), but in a dynamic balance between registers, 

types of knowledge, and epochs. We hear Armand Sonnet, whose voice has been muted by history, 

as well as Sonnet herself who invests the spaces her father left open and then invites us to 

experience her multiple relationships to his vanished world. To this end, Sonnet melds genres as 

well: the journal, the chronicle, the investigation, the remembrance, the document analysis, the 

montage. Célestine’s formal experiment likewise blends fragmentation and structure. The chapters 

of Une famille française jump across space and time, from one relative to the next, each a singular 

member of a network in flux rather than a fixed, stand-alone individual. Literary form gives 

expression to the volition of ordinary folk, the enduring ties they forge across political boundaries 

and linear histories, the subversive and constitutive force of oft overlooked family bonds, and the 

vibrant diversity of this social space. “To fashion another narrative,” Célestine explains, is to 

“delineate another country.”56 

 

  

                                                           
55 Robert Gottlieb, “Acts of Empathy,” New York Times Book Review, December 22, 2019, On the use of the 

I in French historiography: Christophe Prochasson, “Les jeux du ‘je’: aperçus sur la subjectivité de 

l’historien,” Sociétés & Représentations 13 (2002): 224. See also Sonnet, “Atelier 62: un récit littéraire du 

travail,” 213. 

56 Seminar “Populations noires en France,” https://www.univ-paris8.fr/Seminaire-Histoire-sociale-des-

populations-noires-en-France.  
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The Intimacy of Families  

 

By virtue of their location within the family, their access to personal papers, letters, diaries, 

drawings, photographs, testimonies, oral histories (sometimes), and their own memories, often as 

children, these historians make possible a third displacement, toward lived experiences that, located 

as they in the privacy of homes or work places, are commonly hidden from scholarly view. This 

mezzo level of analysis brings together the trajectories of “proactive and inventive” individuals 

(Wieviorka, 229), familial networks and relationships, and broader forces that shape but do not 

flatten “the intimacy of families” (Jablonka, 68). Intimacy, Célestine argues, reveals “how people 

make do with the quotidian,” with institutional strictures, political domination, and social 

conventions that seek to limit what they can say.57 The opening sentence of Sonnet’s Atelier 62 

captures the distinctive ways in which these actors traverse and inhabit material and social spaces: 

“The father is a walker without equal” (Le père est un marcheur qui n’a pas son pareil) [9]  

  The father. Not to be confused with my father. Melding once again proximity and 

distance, this language enables Armand Sonnet to exist as both the author’s father and a man who 

occupies other social positions: “the Normand,” “the blacksmith,” “the blacksmith from 

Billancourt” (128, 130, 121). It roots him in a class- and family-based social world whose members 

refer to one another in this fashion.  

  A walker. Armand, the migrant who left Normandy for Billancourt, the walker in 

motion between his factory floor, his domestic world, and leisure spaces (the workshop, the 

garden), cannot be pinned down. Neither can the men and women who surround him.  

  Without equal. Armand Sonnet does not like cars, he spends time one his own, 

“cuts himself off from others in Billancourt,” seems disengaged from labor struggles (128). Though 

a Renault worker, he retains his individuality in a book that, like others in recent years, has moved 

from a register of exemplarity to one of singularity. Increasingly, Armand Sonnet “walked alone” 

(10).  

 Walkers such as Armand Sonnet open up multiple historical vistas, looking inward and 

outward.  Physical, social, and sometimes political forms of mobility surface in several of these 

works. Jablonka seeks to understand what was conceivable, possible, and out of reach for his 

grandparents given their nationality, their accent and command of French, their wealth, their social 

networks, their understanding of the French political situation and state bureaucracy. Célestine 

traces other forms of mobility within the imperial and post-colonial spaces, from Spain to Algeria, 
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from the Basque country to Martinique, from Martinique to Guadeloupe and back to Martinique: 

multiple trajectories within a single family, multiple choices and self-delineations, multiple 

racialized experiences, shifting in space and time. Looking inwards, she also details postwar 

housing conditions and the sociabilities they made possible, child-rearing arrangements, childhood 

perceptions of adult life, inscribed in the bodies and most often the hands of their elders. The dark 

hands of her mother Chantal, which teachers had instructed her to wash at school. The “massive 

chapped hands” of Armand Sonnet, which conveyed the violence of the factory floor (29). The 

broken, hollowed hands of Audoin-Rouzeau’s grandfathers, which taught him — and now teach us 

— that “it is in the bodies of the combatants that the conflict takes place” even after Armistice (82).  

 These histories register pride, joy, friendship between working-class women (Winock), 

marital love and laughter (Sonnet), and feelings of solidarity and anger that lead women to imagine 

distinctive forms of political action (Célestine). Still, suffering and trauma are more likely to 

endure for these men and women and for their descendants. Audoin-Rouzeau limns with startling 

detail the breaches (les failles) that opened in the bodies and hearts of his family’s poilus and their 

descendants (118). His history of quotidian loss and mourning parallels Stora’s history of exile, 

Wieviorka’s and Jablonka’s histories of annihilation, Sonnet’s history of forced migration and 

bodily degradation, and Célestine’s history of “painful yet incompressible feelings of exclusion” 

(26). With its focus on wars, genocide, racial violence, and deindustrialization, the genre deepens a 

history of afflictions that parallels the growing presence, in French public commemorations, of 

traumatic victims and men and women who died, not for France, but because of the country’s 

failings.58 We know more, however, about the collective memory of world wars or traumatic events 

than we do about “the long torments of the after” in the familial realm (Audoin-Rouzeau, 130).59 In 

his classic essay on collective memory, Maurice Halbwachs underlined the importance of family 

memories, which ensure cohesion and guarantee familial continuity. He left matters vague, 

however, when arguing that these memories follow a logic and traditions that are derived and yet 

distinct from “general society.”60  

                                                           
58 Johann Michel, “Du centralisme à la gouvernance des mémoires publiques,” Sens public (2010): 1-20; 
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Although they do not problematize the relationship between public and private, 

institutional and familial modes of remembrance, personal family historians sometimes reveal 

“gaps, disruptions, changes of emphasis” that complicate depictions of stable, all-encompassing 

memorial regimes.61 Célestine makes the point explicitly. By situating herself within the family, the 

historian unveils “the social interactions in which [memory] is inscribed, the social processes that 

allow it to arise. . . . There is, within families, an order that governs the telling of genealogies” (9, 

48). The history of such processes bleeds here again into a history of emotions that, along with 

stories, heirlooms, or photographs, may be transmitted from one generation to the next. Philippe 

Ariès thus details the long-lasting imprint in his family of the 1902 eruption of the Mount Pelée 

volcano. The disaster forced his maternal relatives, white colonizers, to return to the metropole and 

abandon an enviable social position. The prevailing emotion was not fear or trauma, but an 

“extraordinarily intense” nostalgia for a town that in family tales became a lost Eden (17). 

Nostalgia marks a subjective organization of time and a private history, its own chronotypes (“the 

era of the catastrophe”), and its own myths and memories, which Ariès observed first-hand (18).62 

In this respect as in others, the personal family history can challenge prevailing categories and 

chronologies. 

 It can likewise confront familial silence and forgetting. Silence is so elusive for historians, 

who tend to avoid or paper over it, and so is forgetting, which by definition leaves few archival 

traces. Guy Beiner hence recently called for “historical studies of lieux d’oubli to counterbalance 

the studies of lieux de mémoire.”63 Personal family historians confront silence at every turn, as we 

have begun to see. Ariès introduces his readers to relatives whose “banal” deaths were never 

remembered at home (26); Sonnet uncovers “emptiness everywhere” (183). They do not turn away, 

and neither does Audoin-Rouzeau, who claims that the fundamental question in his book is the 

“total silence” of his ancestors (87). By writing about what his father and grandfather could not say 

or hear about a conflict that would ultimately kill them, long after 1918, he is not only restoring 

private lines of filiation, but also contributing to a social and emotional history of “procedures of 
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forgetting” (Artières), a history in which, out of shame perhaps, or honor, or fear of retribution, 

events and individuals such as Paul Gény, who “sank into oblivion” within his family (18), are 

neither registered nor recalled — sometimes with devastating consequences.64 When this silence 

proves too thick, the personal family historian inhabits it, she maps its contours, she outlines gaps 

and ellipses that refract the lives of men and women who, though barely visible, are fully present, 

within a realm in which, as Emmanuel Lévinas famously put it, “ everything is pending.” In these 

inhabited silences, far from the “totalization of history, . . . what is longer possible historically 

remains always possible.”65 

 

 

TOWARD A CRITICAL PERSONAL FAMILY HISTORY  

 

Personal family historians stretch the norms of their discipline, but without forsaking their ethos, 

embracing fiction, abandoning the search for verified knowledge, or falling into the “solipsism” 

that, as Sheila Fitzpatrick notes regarding her own familial writings, may ensue when one “get[s] 

personal in history.”66 Still, when Jablonka informed his fellow historians that he was writing about 

his grandparents, they were stunned by this disciplinary breach. A colleague likewise told Sonnet 

that “if we all have to write history in this vein then what will we become?” A review of Stora’s 

Les trois exils captured the unease that surrounds this crossing of boundaries: “This book mixes 

historical writing, personal testimony, and political engagement, and this muddles its topic. What is 

its problématique, what is its goal?”67 In recent years, the genre has earned increasing acceptance 

and even recognition (Jablonka’s book has won three prizes). Still, substantial questions demand 

our attention.  

What are the costs of paying homage to kin, of writing a history in which, as Foucault put 

it, the act of knowing might entails “recovery” or “self-recovery” (retrouver, se retrouver)? What 

authority, stance, or knowledge do we compromise when, in order to recover the intimate lives of 

our subjects and grasp an inner world they might never have articulated or even grasped, we seek 
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to “become one” with these subjects (Sonnet, back cover)? “History can make use of the 

genealogical perspective and its transporting empathetic power,” writes the historian John 

Sedgwick, but one runs the risk of forgetting one’s own position or turning historical actors into 

heroic figures of suffering or victims.68 Personal family historians may also embrace narrative arcs 

that fulfill personal or even therapeutic needs rather than purely intellectual ones. They may bump 

against familial “conspiracies of shame,” solidarity, and protective silence that limit what they feel 

capable or authorized to ask or divulge —about politically suspect or complicit relatives, for 

instance.69 These questions deserve more attention than I can provide here, but they point toward a 

broader concern: How do we write a personal family history that is as situated and embodied, as 

self-reflexive and adventurous as the best ones under review here and yet also critical, attuned to 

the politics of its own position and the social worlds it investigates? 

In the pages that follow, I imagine the contours of this history by revisiting the genre’s 

three component terms: first, a political history of internal family dynamics and personal archives 

that explores inequities and political possibilities; second, an ethics of personal investigation that 

considers the political implications of the scholar’s position as family historian; third and finally, a 

capacious consideration of family relations that excavates and transcends biological modes of 

filiation. As they trace these paths, scholars will find inspiration in other forms of writing, 

including a series of personal family histories by U.S.-based scholars of empire, race, slavery, and 

migrations. The politics of family are different on both sides of the Atlantic. Seen as commodities 

and deemed too dissolute or damaged to forge functional familial relationships, enslaved people in 

the Americas were commonly separated from their relatives and hence their history. Later, U.S. 

anti-miscegenation and inheritance laws and other coercive mechanisms suppressed kinship 

arrangements that deviated from the Christian, heterosexual nuclear family unit. After 

emancipation, some African-Americans felt such pain and sometimes shame regarding the victims 

of racial and sexual violence in their families that they never passed on their stories.70 Their 
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descendants are thus exploring specific familial histories of racial violence, separation, and erasure; 

they are making distinctive claims to symbolic repair and compensation. Nonetheless, their lines of 

critical analysis hold considerable heuristic purchase. 

 

Familial Politics 

 

Fifteen years ago, Nara Milanich urged historians of the family to revivify their field by paying 

closer attention to internal power relations. “Family produces and reproduces, demarcates, 

mediates, and elides social difference,” she argued. “Analysis of these complex dynamics can 

illuminate family practices, social order, and the connections between them.” In this spirit, some 

historians have turned to the family to understand how ideologies permeate intimate social 

relations, or how infra-familial interactions may recast or intensify broader norms.71 Such questions 

are muted, however, in the works under review. I do not mean to say that politics are absent. These 

historians are committed to the dignity of forsaken men and women; their empathy is also a 

political solidarity. Sonnet provides a visceral portrait of the blacksmiths’ “servitude” (17) on 

Renault’s factory floor and reinscribes into history working-class men whose collective memory 

owes more to bodily transmission than to the written word.72 By seeking out an ordinary petty 

cleric, Artières’s counter-memorial practice denounces institutional control over public 

remembrance. Célestine’s family history captures what she calls “the experience of racialization” 

(back cover). And yet, the family remains by and large a formative space of interpersonal relations, 

quotidian suffering, and incomplete transmission rather than a site of gendered labor and possible 

subjugation, a private refuge against outside interferences, or even a position from which to resist 

or even redistribute power. Like other local, situated histories, the personal family history is, in the 
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words of Sarah Knott, “socially inclusive but politically quietist.” Wieviorka herself acknowledges 

that empathy for individual stories can preclude analysis of past events “in political terms.”73 

 This obscure families in which, as the U.S. historian Jonathan Scott Holloway puts is, 

“something brutal was going on,” due, not to aftermaths of war, but instead to a violence that was 

intentionally inflicted and continues to be inflicted outside the confines of the family and also in its 

midst. Holloway’s personal family history, set in Alabama, gives a serrated edge to the 

investigations of memory and silence we encountered earlier. The title of his book, Jim Crow 

Wisdom, denotes the habitus of middle- and upper-class blacks who, eager to maintain 

respectability and citizenship, regulated the stories told at home about race, racism, and trauma. 

Aunt Maggie (b. 1905), the “family griot,” determined what family members could and could not 

be said about their “histories of social degradation, violence, and . . .  survival.” Among the things 

that could not be revealed: the white plantation owner on Holloway’s paternal side, the slaves on 

his mother’s. Holloway’s father, Lt. Col. Wendell Holloway, instructed his children to go the 

bathroom before long car rides, but without mentioning the racial politics of rest stops on U.S. 

roads or the racial violence he had endured years earlier, in uniform. Present in these pages as both 

a scholar and a historical actor, Holloway himself perpetuates this behavior with his own children, 

without understanding why. Something brutal was indeed going on, connecting the embodied 

trauma of racial violence, passed on across generations, to fear, desperate attempts to protect one’s 

children, and the policing of quotidian emotions and interactions.74 The family comes into view as 

a refuge and a source of violence, both purposeful and unwitting. 

 Drawing from personal experiences and memories, personal family histories can likewise 

help us understand how ideologies and state mechanisms of violence create subjecthood within 

domestic environments. Hazel V. Carby’s Imperial Intimacies documents in remarkable detail how 

“the entanglement of race . . . govern[ed] even the smallest details” of her family life and destroyed 

the marriage between her white Welsh mother Iris and her Black Jamaican father Carl. Like 

Holloway, Carby is both a scholar and an actor in this history, the “child of empire” who observed 

and was subjected, in her body, to her mother’s growing awareness of whiteness. She felt it when, 

returning from school with stories of racist bullying, Iris told her she was not colored, and then 

sewed her ballet costumes (a gypsy with gold bangles, a hula hula girl) that would make this clear 
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to others. She felt it in the middle name her mother chose for her: Veronica —after the actress 

Veronica Lake—captured the ideal of blond, blue-eyed beauty Iris imposed upon her. Most 

poignantly, she felt it when her mother and aunt applied warm oil to “tame” her curly hair. This 

gendered racial violence was never put into words at home: “maternal family stories failed to 

account for empire,” Carby writes. Here, the personal family history is a critical history of 

concealment and myth-making that families receive, embrace, and resist.75 

None of this is accessible in public archives. Indeed, in France as elsewhere, the latter 

under-represent rural and working-class families as well as colonized subjects or formerly 

colonized citizens. In the U.S., census records left out enslaved people, and the public history 

movement of the South had no need for Black newspapers, institutional records, or private 

correspondence that did not buttress a story of dominant white civilization. “My dogs have more 

documentation of their existence than most of my forebears,” writes Thulani Davis in her personal 

family history. Historians have begun tapping personal archives, when they exist, against the public 

archive’s powers of seduction and the exclusionary political logics that determine what sources are 

collected and preserved — whose lives are deemed worthy.76 Miroslava Chávez-Garcíá has thus 

found an “archive of intimacy” in the 300 letters exchanged in the 1960s between her uncle Paco 

Chávez, a Mexican migrant to Baja California, and Asunción ‘Chonita’ Alvarado, who remained 

behind in Calvillo. This correspondence documents dreams and desires, loneliness and jealousy, 

social surveillance, and conflictual conceptions of sexual honor and autonomy across the U.S.-

Mexico borderlands. Excavating these ephemeral and oft devalued family archives destabilizes the 

authority of state-sponsored records; it also opens up a critical social and political history of 

personal papers, photographs, and objects as both artefacts and social practices.77 This history 

would consider the personal archive’s conditions of constitution, preservation, and exhibition, the 

protocols that, here as well, determine what is valued and what is left out, how items are organized 
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and named and annotated, whether they are hidden in a drawer or a box or displayed publicly 

(perhaps in shrines or other ritualized spaces), and, if so, in what room, at what moments, to what 

ends. Are they paraded, held from afar, marshalled in public or private conflicts, adorned with 

notes? Who cares for them, who views them, who watches over them? What emotions do such 

“archives of feelings” generate? What emotional work do they perform?78 We know little about all 

of this, partly due to methodological challenges — it is not easy to write a history of private 

artefacts whose uses have not generated their own archive — and partly because historians have 

long deemed private writing idiosyncratic and less deserving of attention than tools of sovereign or 

colonial power. In recent years, some scholars have begun to study the social and political lives of 

familial documents and objects as “objects of memory” that, “embedded in the lives of their 

possessors,” acquire new meanings through spatial and temporal displacements from one locale or 

generation to another.79 Clémentine Vidal-Naquet has thus traced the afterlives of letters that 

French soldiers and their wives exchanged between 1914 and 1918. “Objects of mourning” in the 

immediate aftermath of the war, these relics were first preserved as traces of separation and then, 

starting in the 1990s, shared and sometimes published as “objects of filiation” that paid homage to 

ancestors who remained present in their lives of their descendants.80  

 This scholarship remains fledgling, however. Chávez-Garcíá, for one, says little about the 

fate of the letters between Paco and Asunción. The same is true of the books under review, despite 

the fact that many reproduce documents, whether photographs (Stora), letters from the front 
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(Audoin-Rouzeau), or excerpts from a brother’s diary (Winock). In the spirit of Georges Perec, 

W.G. Sebald, and other novelists who have included archives into their fictions, these documents 

produce a reality effect or else convey the discontinuity, the fragmentation, the contingencies of 

history.81 As archives brutes, they also comment on the construction of history, convey the voices 

of actors, and promise a seemingly unmediated conduit into the past. Given all they experienced 

and witnessed within the family, their import resides not simply in what they say, but also in what 

emotions they awake for the author and her readers. At the same time, these are sources, which 

historians are expected to critique. And yet, these personal family historians allow them to sit 

unquestioned, dehistoricized, and dematerialized. In his footnotes, Audoin-Rouzeau provides 

information on his collection of familial letters: which ones are missing, which ones were never 

sent, which ones were recovered while cleaning the house; also, his father’s neglect, his mother’s 

decision to burn several of them. This is it. All of his family documents fall under the vague 

denomination of Archives personnelles, leaving readers to wonder how they achieved this double 

status: archives and personal. Likewise, Ariès deems some of his family papers too “intimate” for 

public archives, but without explaining who made this determination (24); Wieviorka taps a 

“family archive” that is “currently in my possession,” but without defining the term or writing its 

history (215, 221); Célestine evokes the “yellowed photograph” of her great-grandmother Emma, 

but without detailing the lives of this artefact — only its color (28).  

 Enduring disciplinary norms may generate unease about such documents. “Trained to be 

suspicious of relying solely on the family archives as a basis for writing history,” Leo Spitzer had 

to overcome his own misgivings regarding personal papers that “offer little that is generalizable.”82 

Familial empathy may also make it difficult to critique such sources. For these reasons and perhaps 

others, these histories have opened up, but not yet undertaken a history of personal archives as 

lived artefacts. This would necessarily be a critical history of archival preservation and 

transmission as political operations, which may contribute to social reproduction, impose familial 

devotion and solidarity as collective norms, or constitute a form of domestic labor that is expected 

rather than rewarded.83 There is evidence that, since the nineteenth century, this responsibility has 
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often though not always fallen upon women in Europe and the U.S. Women memorialized 

domestic histories in scrapbooks or photo albums while men spoke about nation and republic. 

Personal family histories could illuminate a question to which sociologists have so far given more 

attention than historians: how “gendered social relations are fashioned through the production and 

transmission of family stories.” When is archival preservation or production a gendered 

responsibility of care? When does archival organization confer status, a central position as the 

center of an intergenerational familial network?84 

Personal family historians could also write about artefacts that have been hidden from view 

rather than exhibited within the familial home, blending the social life of secrets, the desire to 

pierce them open, and the stakes of their unveiling. As they discover and organize, touch and 

manipulate, quote and often reproduce documentary traces of their familial past, these scholars 

themselves turn artefacts into an archive that has scientific as well as personal value as relic or 

testimonial object. “Family papers, sources, memories have not always been easy to uncover,” 

Michèle Audin writes in her memoir about her father, the anti-colonialist activist Maurice Audin. 

“My mother did not hide anything, but she only showed me what I asked for.”85 Personal family 

historians receive or seize the right to ask questions, request papers, open drawers, consult diaries, 

comb through files, and make visible what, intentionally or by happenstance, their relatives may 

have kept out of sight. By paying closer attention to this dynamic, to their own requests and 

interventions, these historians would further illuminate the politics of intergenerational familial 

relations.  

 

Ethics 

 

Closer attention to this dynamic would also fulfill ethical obligations. Because it explores a private 

realm, because it rests on relationships with individuals whom scholars may have known intimately 

(and may still know), because it sidesteps the consent forms through which scholars establish 

protocols of trust and responsibility with their subjects, the personal family history confronts the 

“ethics of care” that governs our relationships to our subject, between “privacy and public 

exposure,” but remains elusive in much historical scholarship. “Can one truly become the historian 
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of one’s kin?”, asks Isabelle Monnin in the novel she devotes to a personal family tragedy. 

Regardless of the answer one provides, any attempt requires attention to questions of ownership, 

authority, and betrayal.86 

 The questions affect, first, the dead, whom personal family historians both flesh out and 

entomb: late parents, the deaths of siblings and grandparents, murdered relatives. “Death brings us 

together,” declares Winock (251); it opens up “an encounter beyond death,” adds Artières (78). But 

do descendants have the right to open up the intimate lives and publish, without authorization, the 

life-stories of people who, like Sonnet’s father, cherished their privacy? As a genre that revolves 

around the dead at home, the genre cannot ignore the implications of an empathetic history that, by 

imagining the world from the perspective of the dead, runs the risk of overwhelming its subjects, 

appropriating their stories, speaking in their place. Personal family histories also involve living 

relatives, that is, members of a collective that may be traversed by tensions, relationships of 

domination, and what Bourdieu calls “contest[s] over familial authority” by relatives whose 

position within family is connected to their birth order, relationship to their parents, profession, 

disabilities, gender, and social roles within the family. The historian who, from her specific 

institutional location, writes and publishes a history of her family may acquire or strengthen her 

familial position as bearer of memory, holder of a specific know-how, spokesperson, or gate-

keeper. Other relatives may not have comparable access to family archives. They may not be 

capable or allowed to divulge information, select memories, imagine situations, portray 

relationships, and then put all of this up for sale. They cannot be assured that their own memories 

or understandings of the familial past will be deemed equally legitimate.87 The scholars 

under review consider ethical questions. By recovering the lives of his grandparents, Jablonka 

refuses to reduce them to their untimely deaths. By reproducing archives brutes, he and others 

refuse to conceal historical actors behind abstract terms, authoritative statements, or their own 

pathos.88 By connecting her upward mobility to her “material and affective implication” in her 

family life (136), Célestine reflects on the social conditions that make possible such forms of 

historical investigation. At the end of his book, Audoin-Rouzeau worries that he fashioned his 
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father and grandfathers as literary characters. Did “they exist in and of themselves?,” he asks (141). 

Winock acknowledges that his book constitutes, at least in part, “my treason” (48). Artières reflects 

on the “violence” of historians who, like him, “draw lives into the open and the present” without 

asking permission (102-3). He thus presents his book as “the confessions of a thief,” who 

committed archival “larceny” (99) and now shares family documents. Historians are always 

thieves, Artières writes, and when it suits their purposes, they lie to archivists. In this case, this 

means lying — even by omission — to relatives, the attentive or neglectful owners of a collective 

family archive. These admissions aside, readers are left to imagine on their own the costs of such 

lies. Other ethical questions remain suspended. How did siblings— who may “irritate or move us” 

(Célestine, 142) — respond to an ostensibly ordinary history that does not include everyone?89 

How does a historical empathy that authorizes “invented dialogue” avoid filling in the silences of 

history (Jablonka, 69)? How does Sonnet know with certainty — the certainty of an omniscient 

narrator — that, when her father bought items from the hawkers who preyed on Renault workers as 

they left the factory, it was “with the illusion of resolving all kinds of problems all at once, and that 

life will change” (47)? How did she access Armand Sonnet’s interior life?  

Future personal family historians will, I hope, reflect on these questions, beginning with 

the status of a history that may confer authority and strengthen or weaken affective obligations 

within the family.90 They will discuss the “negotiations for control” that, while present in all 

relationships between scholars and subjects, “become more up front, more honest,” ethnographers 

Alisse Waterston and Barbara Rylko-Bauer argue, when these subjects are also relatives. They will 

disclose what they allowed themselves to include, or reformulated, or left out, notably regarding 

family secrets that, in their eyes or those of relatives, might sully the family name.91 Without 

necessarily apologizing for making these lives public, as Corbin does on the last page of his book 

on the unknown cobbler, they will lay bare their own longings, transgressions, and uncertainty or 

even discomfort when piercing open these intimate lives. “What our parents are to us is only a part 
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of who they are,” writes Claudio Lomnitz. “To presume that we might see them in their naked 

wholeness not only humiliates them but it also involves raising our own selves up as gods.” These 

historians will reflect on what they owe these men and women and what they may be taking from 

them. Paula Cossart provides a model while introducing Adèle Schunck and Aimé Guyet de 

Fernex, two nineteenth-century lovers whose correspondence she uncovered and published. “I felt 

their misfortunes and some of their joys. I was fearful for them. . . . I hoped that their story would 

have a happy end. I was not indifferent to their fate,” she writes. Still, she fears that projecting in 

such a public fashion her own emotions on these secret lovers might constitute a “sacrilege,” even 

150 years later.92 Couching such questions on the pages of one’s book opens an ethical 

conversation with readers as well as historical subjects, both dead and living.  

Future personal family historians might thus reflect on the ethics of writing by decentering 

their own voices in order to share ownership of this familial history. The anthropologist Barbara 

Myerhoff has proposed a framework, the “third voice,” that blends the perspectives of the 

researcher and her subjects into “a new creation.”93Taking another route, some African American 

personal family historians have included their relatives as, not only co-owners, but also co-

originators, if not co-authors. By declaring at the outset that she is following “the lead of my own 

family members,” Kendra T. Field is situating herself within an authorial collective that includes 

dozens of her relatives, “historians” who drove her down unknown roads, provided memories, 

secrets, and genealogical notes, and convinced other kinfolk to do the same. “This project began as 

hers and mine,” Field writes of her 85-year-old grandmother Odevia Brown Field, who, after 

sharing stories throughout her life, joined her on research trips. Acknowledging this collective 

inspiration and then weaving it throughout the book fulfills responsibilities toward one’s relatives, 

toward the ordinary people who produce historical knowledge, and toward a collective history that 

has been silenced. Jonathan Scott Holloway’s tribute to his ancestors, who “kept family histories 

alive, even when some stories were clearly meant to be forgotten,” constitutes an expansive gesture 

of inclusion that marries the history of a single family with that of countless men and women who, 

though absent from records and memory, still proclaim, in the words of Patricia Williams, “We 

were here! We were there! Do not forget!”94  
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Kinship 

 

This gesture of inclusion opens a final direction for the genre: a deeper reckoning with the 

boundaries of the family it seeks to unearth. This, too, is a political matter. Dominant social groups 

have long solidified their authority, especially when it was under threat, by anchoring it in 

exclusive mastery of time and memory. As Dana Brown writes of well-heeled New England 

families in the late nineteenth century, “a preoccupation with ancestry could become a way of 

defending reactionary and racist political interests against the challenges presented by immigrants 

and radicals.” Hazel Carby encountered the politics of lineage at an early age, in the casual 

references her schoolmates made to surnames that summoned centuries of English history.95 Long a 

preserve of aristocratic families, genealogy can likewise prove conservative. In the words of 

historian Honor Sachs, it can “fetishize patriarchal family structure and heteronormativity, 

normalize class and race privilege in certain kinds of evidence, . . . [limit itself to] a limited 

demographic, stabilize fluid histories.” Its grammar of paternity, resemblance, filiation, and 

reproduction can sacralize, in exclusive ways, familial transmission and biological relations.96  

 Filiation has furthermore acquired a specific political resonance in France. From the 1804 

Civil Code to Emile Durkheim’s writings on individualism and anomie, republican discourse has 

sanctified the paternalistic, heteronormative family and filiation as loci of stability, emotional 

regulation, patrimonial transmission, and social cohesion. This was the case in the metropole and 

also in France’s colonial possessions, for instance in the nineteenth-century Caribbean, where 

citizenship was linked to gendered membership in a nuclear family. In recent decades, conservative 

intellectuals have blamed left-wing emancipatory currents for destabilizing the order of 

generations, effacing sexual difference, and dissolving the family. Such arguments have resonated 

within the movement opposing same-sex marriage (la manif pour tous), the expansion of in vitro 
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fertilization, and sperm donation. Whereas U.S. opponents sanctify marriage, their French 

counterparts tend to frame their objections in terms of filiation. As Camille Robcis has argued, 

anxieties on the left and on the right about fatherless families have increased policing of social 

reproduction.97  

The historians under review know that filiation is not innocent (Célestine’s Une famille 

française reproduces several Civil code articles on filiation [12-13]), and yet they say by and large 

little about its prevalence in their own works. Do their categories privilege certain relationships at 

the expense of others? Do their emotional entanglements with their subject lead them toward 

certain questions rather than others? Sociologist Eviatar Zerubavel has identified the many ways in 

which genealogy can distort history, whether by highlighting some relatives and suppressing 

“undesirable ancestors,” stretching genealogical lines to make them appear venerable, altering 

pedigrees to maintain pure, unbroken lineages, or even braiding lines to emphasize multiple 

origins.98 By paying critical attention to their own operations, personal family historians could 

illuminate the ways in which scholars contribute, even unwittingly, to the social construction of 

ancestry. 

 They could also imagine other genealogies by exploring elective ties of affiliation among 

biological relatives as well as people who consider one another like family, sometimes called 

fictive kin, chosen kin, paper sons, othermothers, or compadrazgo.99 These bonds, which blend 

intimacy, love, obligation, caregiving, and other forms of mutual support, emerge in specific 

historical situations: for instance, the multi-faceted “sexual, marital, familial, and household 

relations” among African Americans whose familial experience of bondage included family break-

ups, forcibly orphaned children, and surrogate caregivers; the Martiniquan “familial model” in 

which godmothers engage actively in child-rearing (Célestine, 45); or the relationships of love and 
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support that sociologist Margaret K. Nelson has recently uncovered within the American white 

middle class, beyond nuclear and extended families.100 Kendra T. Field thus includes children born 

outside legal marriages and children living in hidden families. Célestine explores the life stories of 

her husband’s relatives as well as her own; she also considers the bonds of love and responsibility 

that Geneviève, her grandfather’s wife, and Monique, his mistress, forged while educating 

Célestine’s father, who was Monique’s son. This line of analysis remains modest (Geneviève does 

not appear in the genealogical tree that opens her book). Still, what Nelson calls “creativit[ity] 

about the meaning of the family” will enable future personal family historians to advance our 

understanding of family as a supple point of reference for the formation of interpersonal relations 

and subjectivities.101 

This same creativity makes it possible to consider political relationships that subjects 

couch in the idiom of family (sister, brother). Célestine takes a step in this direction by allowing 

historical actors to exist as members of both local networks and a grande famille that transcends 

ethnic or racial “rootedness.”102 Still, the works under review say little about men and women who, 

excluded from full citizenship, embrace “alternative family line[s],” alternative models of solidarity 

and connection. I think here of the affection and solidarity novelist Assia Djebar found with “loved 

ones” and “allies” but not necessarily with her “ancestors”; or Saidiya Hartman’s account of her 

sojourn in Ghana, where, instead of recovering or rescuing vanished enslaved ancestors, she 

established connections with strangers who partook in a shared struggle against slavery in all its 

forms. These are her kin.103  
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This kind of genealogy may also involve, finally, identification with, or curiosity for 

ordinary folk whose pathways intersected those of the historian’s relatives. “The Paul Gény dossier 

is linked to a family story history (une histoire familiale),” writes Artières. “One might say that it is 

a kind of genealogy” — though not a traditional one given that his book’s gravitational center 

shifts from his great-uncle to his assassin, one Bambino Marchi.104 Artières apposes a plaque 

commemorating Gény’s memory and dresses as he did in the streets of Rome; he projects both his 

name and Marchi’s on the façade of the Villa Medici in Rome; he seeks out Marchi’s home, place 

of hospitalization, and grave; and, in “true familiarity,” addresses him as tu rather than vous.105 Vie 

et mort de Paul Gény invites personal family historians to approach all of the historical actors their 

kin encountered with similar interest in their layered existence. Though Marchi committed a crime, 

he cannot be reduced to an abstract type, the assassin. The criminal constitutes an extreme case, of 

course, but the works reviewed here present other actors who interacted with the author’s relatives 

in violent ways: foremen, local officials, colonial administrators, policemen, prison guards. They 

remain in the background, however. These two-dimensional figures are never given as much 

emotional density as other social actors and, with the exception of Marchi, remain detached from 

the historian’s relatives, as if the only important relationships took place within the family, as if the 

family were the sole entity worth exploring in depth, as if this same family constituted an isolated, 

bounded, autonomous social group — and hence object of research — within an atomized social 

world.  

Let us end this review, then, by imagining a personal family history that, without 

abandoning its location, reaches beyond it, a personal family history that is also a relational history, 

equally attentive to intra-familial dynamics as to what Matthew Desmond calls “configurations of 

relations” between actors who occupy different positions within the social space and engage with 

one another in relationships “of mutual dependence of struggle.” By bringing kin and strangers into 

dynamic proximity, this history will illuminate the interactions — fugitive though they may be — 

that shape and curtail the possibilities open to each one within the family, outside the family, and 

along the borders between the family and the broader world.106  
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CONCLUSION: ENTANGLEMENTS 

 

Does the personal family history represent a passing moment in historical writing, or does it point 

to something deeper? To be sure, certain constraints will prevent some scholars from embracing 

this genre, be it institutional rigidity, the fear of puncturing stories that have nourished a family’s 

collective self-image, or the emotional costs of either baring oneself publicly or revisiting fraught 

relationships. Concluding a recent essay on family memoirs, historian Jeremy Popkin 

acknowledged that his own personal family history has stalled because he resists opening himself 

to the genre’s “daunting” scrutiny.107 Critic Tina M. Campt has further explored this dynamic in 

Image Matters, a study of family photographs. Though she introduces her relatives early on, she 

cannot engage critically with personal photographs that confront her with the “seething absence” of 

her mother, who died when she was eleven. Campt was not capable, not at that time, of exploring 

the emotional crevices of her own familial past.108 

Still, as I talked about this essay these past years, I kept encountering colleagues, in France, 

the U.S., and elsewhere, who are either writing about their own relatives, or else know others who 

are doing so. I did not, however, write this piece to codify a genre or suggest that all, or most, of us 

ought to write in this vein. Instead, I took note of an opening, a fissure, a breach perhaps, that has 

antecedents but seems to have widened in recent years, creating possibilities for new modes of 

writing and knowing, new ways of relating to the dead and fully reckoning with the multi-layered 

forces that govern our scholarly investigations. Though Campt does not explore her own familial 

past, she reveals in the epilogue that it constitutes the wellspring of an investigation into 

photographs that “register both the intensity of positive affects and the equally intense wounds of 

negative affects.” Her decision not to read her own family photos thus constitutes a necessary 

component of the book, “a record of the ever-present wounded kinship and the dialectic of 

belonging and unbelonging, presence and absence, of lost and found, orphaned and fugitive 

relations that is constitutive of both the family and diaspora.”109  

I thought of this dialectic while visiting a 2019 Met exhibit the excavation of stone reliefs 

from Tell Halaf, Syria, their dispersal and loss, and their acquisition by museums in Europe and the 
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U.S. Rayyane Tabet/Alien Property included four of these ninth-century B.C.E. reliefs, charcoal 

rubbings of others by Lebanese artist Rayyane Tabet, and objects that had belonged to Baron Max 

von Oppenheim, the German archeologist who oversaw the excavations, as well as Faek 

Borkhoche, the Lebanese schoolteacher and translator who assisted and spied on him. Rayyane 

Tabet is Borkhoche’s great-grandson; he grew up with his ancestor’s books, instruments, and 

photographs, which the Met presented in a section entitled ‘Genealogy.’ The exhibit explored what 

the curators called “the charged and entangled relationship between family stories, major political 

and social events, and the history of the encyclopedic museum.” Developing this idea, one of the 

curators explained in an accompanying essay that objects such as these could be at once artworks, 

historical artifacts, archival records, family heirlooms, and theatrical props. Pushing against 

traditions that have reduced them to a single “class of things,” the exhibit “emphasize[d] the 

difficulties in consigning the things in a museum to one category at the expense of others.”110 

 The personal family histories discussed in this essay undertake similar intellectual work. 

They fashion a historical field in which, rather than being consigned to a single category, the works 

we write and the ones we read can constitute many things at once. They push us to acknowledge 

that historians lead multiple scholarly lives, across categories and genres, in ways that, far from 

compromising our scholarly integrity, expand our historical imagination and open up new terrains. 

They ask that we not only value the multiple dimensions of our projects (as knowledge, embodied 

emotion, filiation, archival ethnography, political intervention, ethical gesture), but also, and more 

importantly, consider how their entanglements may open, infuse, expand the said projects. They 

encourage us, finally, to write with greater freedom and invention, drawing from multiple registers 

in search of what the ethnographer Alban Bensa calls “the words, the rhythm, the expressions 

capable of conveying those moments during which the men and women who surround me have . . . 

made me feel this encounter with their ancestors.” Ethnographic writing becomes magical, Bensa 

adds, when it rehabilitates through protocols that are both learned and embodied “some of the dead 

in familial and local history.”111 Such magic, we now know, lies within the reach of historians as 

well. 
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